Muëòakopaniñad
Manträ 3

(continued from the last issue)
Having approached Aïgiras in this manner, Çaunaka asked a question. What did he ask?
He says, “he bhagavaù kasminnu vijïäte sarvam idaà vijïätaà bhavati: Oh, Revered Sir,
by knowing which one thing alone, is everything known?” Idaà sarvam means this entire
jagat, which is in the form of varieties of things, is an object to be known.
Here again Çaìkara raises a question as to how Çaunaka can ask this question ‘knowing
which’, unless such a thing is visible to him. Suppose a fire ritual is going on and there
are many cups placed around the fire altar. If ghee is to be poured in one of them, and
one does not know in which cup it has to be poured, one may ask, “kasmin nidheyam”,
in which vessel does it have to be poured?” The other person may say, “place it in the
cup which is on the southern side”. The question is proper here because all the cups are
visible, and the questioner wants to know that particular cup in which action is to be done.
Only when things are clear, can one ask the question, ‘ kasmin, which?’
Similarly, the question ‘what is that one thing knowing which everything is as well known?’
implies that Çaunaka sees many things, and among them there must be one thing, knowing
which everything is as well known. How come Çaunaka knows that there is such a thing,
knowing which everything is as well known? We do not see such a thing.
The other problem is, if it is one of the many things, then by knowing that one thing, one
is not going to know everytrhing else. In our life that is the problem. We always find
that by knowing one thing, only one thing is known and that also is not known completely.
How much we know of that one thing is a big question mark. How can we know everything
that is here in this world? By knowing one thing we do not know anything else. Therefore,
how is the question on the part of Çaunaka possible?
Çaìkara answers the question by saying that Çaunaka had heard1 about the existence of
such a thing from the words of exalted people in the society and their pursuits. He is
already a mahäçäla,2 a famous householder. That means he had studied the Veda, he had
performed the rituals, he had matured in life. So, he knows what he is asking for. He
has heard this, ‘If one knows that one thing, everything is known’. It is said in the Sastra
also. Taéttiréyopaniñad (2.1) says,” brahmavid äpnoti param, the knower of Brahman gains
sv¡ yidd< iv}ey< iv}at< ivze;e[ }atmvgt< ÉvtIit @kisn! }ate sv¡ivdœ ÉvtIit izòœ àvad< ïutvan! zaEnk>, tiÖ
ze;< iv}atukam sn! kiSmiNvit ivtkRyn! pàCD, - mu{fkÉa:ym!
2
The word literally means one who has a big establishment for the study of the Vedas, for performing
rituals, for distributing food and so on.
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what is limitless”. Therefore, Çaunaka wants to know that ‘one’ thing knowing which
everything is known.
In the world also we see such a phenomenon3. Suppose there are many ornaments
made of gold. We know that all of them are nothing but gold. Ornaments are many
and varied, but they are all born of gold which is the material cause of all of them.
By knowing the truth of one gold ornament, everything else that is made of gold is
as well known. By this, we know that knowing the material cause, all the products
of it are as well known.
Similarly, there must be one material cause for the entire universe and knowing that
cause everything else becomes as well known. If you know the svarüpa, nature, of
the cause, the svarüpa of the effects is as well known because the effects are not
separate from the cause. Çaunaka wants to know whether such a cause is there, and
if it exists, he wants to know its svarüpa.
It is not that knowing Brahman one will know physics, electronics and so on. The
point is that Brahman is satya; everything else is mithyä. Knowing satya and mithyä
you become sarvajïa, all knowledge. A second thing of the same order of reality
as satya not being there, there is nothing else to be known. Therefore, everything
is as well known. One becomes sarvajïa also for this reason. Knowing that vastu
you do not have the conclusion of your being ignorant. The conclusion ‘I am ignorant’
is swallowed by this knowledge, and therefore, that alone is knowledge. Every other
piece of knowledge will keep you ignorant. The conclusion ‘I am ignorant’ is
swallowed by this knowledge, and therefore, that alone is knowledge. Every other
piece of knowledge will keep you ignorant. In any piece of knowledge there are pieces
that you have to know. Therefore, ‘I am ignorant’ is always kept alive. This is the
only knowledge which knocks off the conclusion ‘I am ignorant’. Once that conclusion
is gone then evetrything is as well known, because you are not ignorant any more.
A wise person is sarvajïa in the sense that he knows, “Every thing that is here is
Brahman. I am that Brahman”.
To be sarvavit, knower of everything in detail, one has to be Éçvara. He knows
everything without the need of antaùkaraëa, mind. Knowing through the mind means
one has to know in sequence. That is how a human mind functions and gathers
knowledge. When one knows one thing, one cannot know another thing
simultaneously. So, Éçvara alone is sarvavit. A wise person is not sarvavit. He does
not know the details of mithyä things. Being limited from the standpoint of a given
upädhi, adjunct, like the mind, he can appreciate Éçvara who is limitless and praise
him. Çaìkara praises Éçvara in different forms through his various hymns. Therefore,
Çaunaka’s question is tenable.

Awva laek-samaNy-†ò(a }aTvEv pàCD, siNt laeke suv[aRid-zkl Éeda> suv[RTva*ekTv-iv}
aymana laEikkE>, twa ik< NviSt svRSy jgÑdSy @k< kr[< ydekiSmn! iv}ate sv¡ iv}at< ÉvtIit, mu{fk Éa:ym
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Knowing everything by knowing one thing is possible only in Vedanta because we
have two orders of reality. One is satya; the other is that which is non-separate from
satya. We have to say ‘the other’ because it is there. It is called såñöi, creation, which
is the meaning of ‘idam sarvam’ or ‘jagat’. It is something that is useful, but is entirely
non-separate from the satya, which is the vastu. The vastu, on the other hand, has
nothing to do with the jagat. If you know that vastu, everything being non-separate
from that vastu, is as well known.
From this we can make an arthäpatti, presumption, that the above set up is not possi
ble unless the entire jagat is mithyä and Brahman, the satya, is the adhiñöhäna, basis
for the mithyä and Brahman, the satya, is the adhiñöhäna, basis for the mithyä jagat.
If Brahman itself had completely undergone a change to become the jagat, then
Brahman would not be here any more. All that is here would be the jagat, and we
would have to know tht in detail, which is not possible. But that is not the question
here. The question is ‘What is that vastu knowing which all that is here is known’.
Therefore, the vastu is there as it is, and it is to be knbown. If by knowing that vastu
this jagat is as well known, then the jagat should not be different from that vastu.
From the question we understand that this is the only way to answer it. Every thing
that is here has to be that very vastu itself, not separate from it. But the vastu has
nothing to do with any of them. So, the vastu remains in its original form in spite
of appearing as this jagat. Then by knowing it everything is as well known. Thus
we get this answer through arthäpatti.
In the sixth chapter of Chändogyopaniñad, there is a similar question4. Uddäalaka
asks his son Svetaketu, “Hey, did you ask for that knowledge from your teacher
knowing which everything is as well known?” Svetaketu was a proud person and
he said, “I do not think my teacher knew this”. Then he asked his father, “Is there
such knowledge?” He is a graduate and a good student, so he doubts the existence
of such knowledge. How can there be a discipline of knowledge gaining which
everything is as well known? Uddäalaka answers him with the help of certain
examples.
He teaches: If you take a clay pot and enquire into what it is, you come to know
that the pot is nothing but clay. If you know the clay, then the entire world of
earthenware is known. In other words, an effect is not separate from its cause. If
you know the cause, the entire effect is as well known. The truth of everything is
one cause and a second thing is not there. What you count as second is only a nämarüpa, name and form. It is only from the standpoint of näma-rüpa that we count as
one, two, three and so on, but from the standpoint of the vastu, it is always one.
Therefore, you have to know that one reality in order to know the entire jagat, if
there is such a reality. That reality is unfolded thereafter in the Chändogyopaniñad.
Here it is differently dealt with.

!4 yena açrutaà çrutaà bhavati amataà matam avijïätaà vijïätamiti | (Chändojïopaniñd 6|1|3)
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